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Abstract Virtual Reality (abbreviated VR), although far from being a new concept in computer science, is 
increasingly considered nowadays as the digital media technology that can most directly linked with 
Archaeology and Archaeological Reconstruction (with the term “reconstruction” in this context being 
officially agreed on meaning the “re-building of a monument to its state at a time of its history chosen 
for that particular representation”). The potential along with the many degrees of freedom offered by 
this branch of technology in the sector recently led experts to even start talking about the dawn of the 
hyper-tourist era. The ever increasing amount of research in the area, as well as the number of actual 
archaeological sites that have been reconstructed in a VR environment to the present, appear to support 
both directly and indirectly such a strong statement. It is not an exaggeration to say that archaeological 
research is now dependent on VR more than ever before. Also, many of these applications include a 
pedagogical aspect in their design that makes them ideal educational platforms for students in 
archaeology and professionals in the area alike. 

 
 

Introduction 
Only a couple of decades back, at the beginning of the new millennium, VR was still considered 
to be a piece of technology that only future generations could hope to have at their disposal as a 
fully-fledged technological achievement. Although VR technology had by then already gone into 
its forth decade of development (officially VR history started with the release of the 
“Sensorama” VR device in 1962), the time when the average user would be able to interact with 
VR equipment on a daily basis at the convenience of his home was seemingly lying very far away 
in the future. 
 
Now, almost two decades later, and VR equipment at least for some branches of the computer 
games development sector, is considered as standard equipment. The average user can buy at an 
affordable price not only a reliable VR headset and controllers, but even a VR Development Kit to 
start creating custom-made VRenabled applications (HTC Vive, Sony PlaystationVR, Oculus Rift 
& Samsung Gear VR). The available with VR equipment software (computer games and/or 
pedagogical software) has reached an availability considered before unimaginable and the 
prediction is that the global VR market concerning both developmental branches (hardware and 
software) will continue to grow exponentially for years to come [1]. 
 
But what is VR? The truth is that there is no official definition of the term to include all aspects of 
this technological achievement. A generally accepted description (if not definition) for VR 
relevant to our discussion in this chapter could be: “every computer-generated environment of 
the kind that when a user is finding himself surrounded by feels like having transported into a 
new and fully interactive one, along with the involvement of created signals capable of deceiving 
the user’s three of five senses (i.e. Sight, Hearing, and to some extent, Touch), when at the same 
time electronic devices respond to the user’s input by accordingly adjusting the environment is 
surrounded by, is a VR environment”. 
 



 

In this respect and at a very early stage had become apparent that three types of applications 
were more than every other suited to VR technology. That is, Computer Games (including 
Serious Games), various types of Simulations and, Environment Reconstructions (including 
Architectural). Reconstruction of Maps, Artefacts, Archaeological Sites and Monuments, falls 
naturally into the last category (the first officially recorded use of VR in a heritage application 
was in 1994. The system was designed by engineer Colin Johnson and was featured in a 
conference held by the British Museum in November 1994. The first applications running on this 
system provided an interactive “walk-through” of a three-dimensional re-construction of Dudley 
Castle in England as it was in 1550 [2]). 
 
Because reconstruction is very often confused with restoration and vice versa, needs to be made 
clear at this point that in the context of what we are about to discuss in this chapter, restoration 
is the procedure through which, starting with an original model and by means of manual 
interventions, we are trying to reinstate what has been destroyed, in an attempt to bring back 
the model to its original status. Reconstruction, on the other hand, is the procedure through 
which, when we are not in possession of an original model (because so little of it remains) we set 
to build it almost from the beginning, taking into account only some original remaining parts of it 
[3]. 
 
Interdisciplinary Teams In VR Reconstruction Applications 
As an old saying goes: “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. In respect to the subject 
we are investigating in this chapter, we cannot but emphasise on how perfectly encapsulates the 
workings within an interdisciplinary team. That is, the very team structure that becomes the most 
key element when comes to recreating Maps, Artefacts, Archaeological Sites and Monuments in 
a 3D VR environment. Largely, this is because the very nature of the projects falling into the 
category we examine here calls for the involvement of a group of people who are trained on the 
use of diverse tools and among whom there is an organised division of labour around a common 
problem [4, 5 & 6]. 
 
Mentioning here only the most key of the specialists involved in every recreational procedure of 
this nature, we need to naturally start from mentioning the Archaeologists; the very people that 
are expected to supply all the fundamental information. The Designers will take up the task of 
initially assembling this piece of information in such a way as to can be used from a computer 
science perspective. After that stage has been completed, the role of the Programmers in the 
team becomes important in the sense that these are the people who in the end will be entrusted 
with the translation of all the archaeological data and initial design work into a complete 3D 
model by using suitable computer games development software matched by some suitable VR 
hardware. 
 
Building on each other’s experience and work, each member of the team progresses the overall 
project from stage to stage so the final result achieved is as faithful as humanly possible to the 
archaeological data available. 
 
As expected, such an approach comes with its challenges. Having several professionals, holding 
their expertise in different disciplines, gathered together and assigned a common task cannot by 
itself guaranty that everything is going to flow smoothly and they will necessarily function to the 



 

best of their abilities. It is not without reason that how to effectively work as part of an 
interdisciplinary team has become nowadays a major focus in the whole educational system. 
 
User’s Perception of a VR Environment 
From the user’s point of view, free movement in all directions; the ability to closely interact with 
surrounding objects and the overall environment in a highly realistic way; to wander the streets 
and enter a building; to take a closer look in order to come to appreciate artistic detail and the 
feeling that “you are actually there”, are only a few key elements out of a list of attractions 
relating to VR technology. Users can now more than ever experience in full what an 
archaeological site was like, grasp more than the basics of its architecture, and get to appreciate 
how people used to live there as well. 
 
A cracking combination of applications at an irresistible level of quality matched by fast 
hardware, make VR admittedly one of the most exciting branches of today’s technology. VR 
applications really possess the ability to absorb a user’s senses and irrespective of where looking, 
in a fully enabled 3D environment, to completely enclose him in an unbelievably realistic but 
imaginary world. That is, to achieve a transition from a completely real world to a completely 
virtual one. The transition from reality to the virtual domain is taking place through 
computational means, and the transition from the virtual to the reality domain is taking place 
through realism. 
 
Of course, all the above are not to imply by any means that we do not have an even brighter 
future laying before us. State-ofthe-art VR hardware designed in the future, possibly including a 
fully integrated brain-computer interface system, will prove to be one of these crucial factors of 
improvement that will take the technology of this kind to the next stage. 
 
A Virtual Reality Reconstruction Methodology 
Of an outmost importance, in every field of science, is undeniably the methodology followed in 
order to obtain scientifically sound results. For projects in the field we are concerned with in this 
chapter, methodology is the procedure or set of procedures that outline the way in which stages 
unfold as part of the VR reconstruction process of Maps, Artefacts, Archaeological Sites and 
Monuments. 
 
While in several other cases, as scientists working on a topic directly relevant to our field of 
expertise, we can use standard methodologies that have been tested for their validity under a 
number of different circumstances, archaeological VR reconstruction provides an additional 
challenge in the sense that being a rather new discipline lacks standards. This remains as true 
despite collective attempts to fill in the gap in recent years, since effectively archaeological 
virtual reality standards have not been revised since 2009/2012 [5, 8] or even since 2000 in many 
sectors [9]. 
 
In this section we will attempt to outline a procedure with the potential to formulate a 
standardised VR reconstruction methodology and demonstrate the multi-disciplinary, open, 
interactive and transparent approach that such a methodology incorporates within its structure 
so can be considered suitable for the purpose [10]. The methodology unfolds in four stages that 
truly have suggested themselves while participating in development teams in the field as well as 



 

after reflecting on other peoples’ experiences. 
 
Typical Steps in a VR Reconstruction Process 
Let us first concern ourselves with the predictable steps involved in a typical VR reconstruction 
project. This will enable us next to start sketching out the stages of a universal VR reconstruction 
methodology in the following sub-sections. 
 
As already mentioned, the undeniable key element of every VR reconstruction project is a well-
structured multidisciplinary team. The actual specialities in the team depend, in the general 
case, massively every time on the very nature of the topic investigated. In the specific context of 
the field that we are focusing on in this chapter someone could catalogue potential specialities 
needed as: archaeologists, anthropologists, hydrogeologists, architects, engineers, naval 
architecture specialists, programmers, designers and artists. Also, the addition of some external 
partners may prove necessary on the fly as the project unfolds, depending on individual 
challenges and difficulties arising either occasionally and/or on a calculated manner. In general, 
whatever the initial outline of the team involved, for every VR reconstruction project there are 
four fundamental layers requiring population by specialised people in the team, a) realistic 
snapshot of the past, b) linking archaeological information and VR capabilities, c) analysis and 
design procedures and, d) archaeological/VR tools (Fig. 1). 
 
The case is that, as with every technical project, the fundamental commitment of a VR 
reconstruction project must be to quality. Quality, in this context, is reflected on the need to 
achieve in the end an as realistic snapshot of the past as it is possible at the time of 
reconstruction. This constitutes the foundation layer upon which the other layers in the scheme 
rest. 
 
Directly supported upon the commitment to a realistic recreation of a snapshot of the past – 
namely, the next layer up – is the need for effectively linking archaeological information and VR 
capabilities. A major factor at this layer constitutes the realisation that not absolutely everything 
can be accommodated within a VR application, or, in equal terms, the realisation that not 
absolutely everything is convenient to be accommodated within a VR application. Admittedly, it 
is a fact that nowadays mentality has been shifted towards the consideration that today’s 
computing machines come with unparalleled capabilities and an abundance of resources. While 
this turns out to be relatively true, still we are lying very far away from that point where we will 
be able as developers to create a virtual environment at the maximum humanly possible level of 
detail. Compromising with what we have available and making happen the absolute best that can 
be achieved by using existing resources has been the bread-and-butter of developers ever since 
the dawn of computing. 
 
Before any application based on gathered data can be developed, the analysis and design 
procedures must have first been completed. In this third layer up, the emphasis is on achieving 
the best possible translation of the row data available so appropriate design procedures based 
on this translation can be enabled. By large the analysis and design procedures determine the 
overall success of the task at hand. 
 
The possibility of one’s goal achieved by inappropriate, or even half-appropriate, tools is 



 

admittedly minute in the VR reconstruction world. An ideal combination of both automated and 
semi-automated archaeological/VR tools will in principle lead to practising a safe and error-proof 
procedure in gathering and prototyping data, respectively. 
 
So, by considering what discussed so far, and taking a topdown approach, we can summarise by 
saying that the first challenge a VR reconstruction project team is to be faced with is the 
selection of the appropriate tools. 
 
Stage 1: Selecting an Archaeological Site and Tools for Collecting Archaeological Data 
Has been acknowledged since the early days that a good practise to follow in choosing an 
archaeological site for reconstruction is to consider, at a first filtering stage, those available that 
come (from a scientific point of view) from a well-known historical period. At a second filtering 
stage, to consider those offering best chances for a good VR reconstruction that will be based on 
a very specific moment in history. A sequence of events can then added around the main 
reconstruction, for which we may possess only partial knowledge. The actual requirement here 
is for the user to be informed of the fact that these additional events are including 
archaeological recreation based not on solid facts throughout but, rather, on previously 
scattered historical information later reassembled and interpolated. 
 
Archaeologists are primarily based for their judgement of the past on excavation reports, 
historical research, iconography and/or historical landscaping. Also, nowadays, ever more 
increasingly, they are based on geophysical scanning as well. Assisting to these techniques are 
secondary ones like: hydrography, anthropology and physical reconstruction. Not all of them can 
offer reliable information in all cases, and for this reason a very objective assessment of the 
information provided by each is first required. 
 
The next step constitutes the correlation phase, which focuses on comparing information. That 
is, during correlation, the archaeologist attempts to identify what collected and documented 
information can be considered as reliable, what possible further processing of the information is 
required, what can be expected from the information, what constraints exist in relation to the 
information, and what validation criteria are required in order to come to sound conclusions 
based on those pieces of information that have been labelled as reliable. 
 
It is also a common practice, at this stage, for the team to require the construction of the so 
called “preliminary comparative/experimental models”. Usually, such kind of models are not 
based entirely on archaeologically proven facts and their only purpose is to provide a first idea 
(like a first draft) of what line the VR reconstruction is to follow later. Despite of what effort put 
into the construction of such models no one in the team is expected to rely on them for 
drawing final conclusions. In the best of cases, such models will be subjected to many revisions, if 
not at some point discarded all together. 
 
The undeniable tool(s) of the last twenty years in archaeological VR reconstruction is the latest 
generation of archaeological geophysical survey methods. Among them two are the most widely 
used and praised for the quality of the results produced. These are the Ground-Penetrating Radar 
(GPR) method and the Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) method. Very often in practice 
GPR and ERT (Fig. 2) are the only geophysical methods considered, primarily because of their 



 

fundamentally non-invasive nature as methods and secondarily because of the directly 
transferable to a 3D mapping results they offer. 
 
Of course none of the two techniques is to be taken as the absolute optimum for the purpose; 
since they are both prone to errors and cases where they have failed to yield useful results have 
been reported. As field archaeologists very well know, many lessons about applying geophysical 
survey methods have come to be learned from sporadic success and failure, as well as from the 
realisation that conditions at some archaeological sites may not permit for the application of 
geophysical survey methods at all. 
 
Much more recently, two additional methods have been added to those mentioned above with 
very promising results; these are the Digital Camera Imagery (DCI) and the Laser Scanning (LS) 
methods. In particular, the Laser Scanning method is an immensely convenient one when it 
comes to VR reconstruction because of its ability to directly capture 3D images of an 
archaeological site that can almost immediately fed into a 3D imagery processing tool. Very 
often, especially in artefact reconstruction related projects, the Laser Scanning method is paired 
with 3D printing. 
 
From our discussion about archaeological and technical field methods, must have become 
apparent that the archaeological site selection and the geomorphological identification of the 
structure of the site, are two phases in the overall methodology the significance of which is hard 
to overestimate. The end goal here is primarily to locate an archaeological site within its 
geographical/geophysical context. With this achieved, the VR reconstruction will in succession 
succeed in localising the archaeological site at a realistic terrain assisting enormously that way in 
users’ perception of the reality of the historical period the particular reconstruction falls within. 
 
Usually considered of secondary importance, but nevertheless deserving attention at the initial 
stages of every VR reconstruction related project, is the issue of considering what kind of 
vegetation would have possibly existed at the time. Realistically, reconstructing the terrain of an 
archaeological site is one thing, but being able to populate this very terrain with the appropriate 
grass, bushes, plants and trees, is completely another. 
 
As an extension to the above requirement also comes the necessity for accounting for the 
human-made transformation to the vegetation layer arising from the creation of access routes, 
agricultural exploitation and extraction of mineral resources related activities. No civilisation has 
ever been in existence that carried out its activities in a totally environmental friendly way. All 
civilisations, one way or another, caused a documentable effect on the environment inhabited. 
For some particular archaeological sites an accurate, to the extent that this is feasible, 
reproduction of the effect of human activities on the environment may be of substantial 
importance in projecting a fully-fledged picture of the period reconstructed to the user. 
 
Stage 2: Reconstructing the Archaeological Site 
As soon as the archaeological data have been assembled; then assessed and validated from a 
scientific point of view, the categorisation of them thematically leads to a first-impression 
creation of the archaeological site itself. 
 



 

Usually, the reconstruction is firstly based on recreating the peripheral to the main structures, 
along with the creation of models and textures. The civil infrastructure can follow, by considering 
streets, walls, trenches, pathways, bridges, etc. to assist primarily in creating the 2D outline of 
main buildings and other constructions, so can later the 3D volumes of them can be determined. 
 
At a final stage, the creation of all the movable elements of the reconstruction can be 
considered. Furniture, and various other artefacts, can be based on actual excavated items or 
items prototyped after textual descriptions. 
 
At the purely technical sector, 3D models of land and buildings can be constructed from 3D 
maps, leading to the creation of geometrical meshes that then can be used to represent the 
objects within a game engine. Also, 3D outlines and vectorised drawings exported to a 3D format 
have been very successfully used in the past for reconstructing landscapes and architectural 
features. 
 
The point at which we need to pay particular attention at is in relation to the methodology 
followed for constructing the virtual models. Many practitioners in the area agree, and personal 
experience has verified, that the best policy is for someone to continuously check the models for 
scientific accuracy. This means that thorough checks need to be carried out even at primitive 
stages when the models only exist as meshes and extended throughout the entire process. By 
following this simple methodology can be made sure that when the need arises to introduce any 
essential corrections to the models these corrections will have an effect only on the points of 
interest, and not on the entire model or even on the textures created much later. Needless to 
say, this will eventually lead to a highly recursive procedure that will have to be faithfully 
repeated for every single model in our VR reconstruction. 
 
Stage 3: Tools for Reconstructing Archaeological Sites, Maps, Artefacts, and Monuments 
Software packages like “Cinema4D”, “Blender”, “Maya” and “3D Studio Max” can be used for 
recreating landscapes and architectural features alike, while both “Unity3D” and “Unreal Engine 
4” game engines have to offer an integrated, straight forward to use, and very powerful 
landscape creation component. 
 
When all models (i.e. for the terrain, the vegetation, the pathways, the lakes and/or rivers, the 
buildings and the artefacts) are ready, they can be imported into a game engine for the final 
assembly of them to provide a photorealistic quality overview on how the overall creation looks 
like. Easy and straight forward assembly of models in a fully enabled 3D environment and 
photorealistic quality, though, are not the only attractions for using a game engine for the 
purpose. All modern game engines meeting professional standards like “Unity3D” and “Unreal 
Engine 4” can directly export projects for application on a variety of platforms, including all VR 
platforms (i.e. Multiscreen Projection, Virtual Reality Headsets, etc.) 
 
The traditional (and still recommended by many practitioners in the field) way of navigating 
through the VR reconstructed world is by means of using the VR Headset and the Touch 
Controllers. The by default set functionality of these two devices is for the headset to translate 
user’s head movement into a change in the field of vision (the measurement per unit is in 
degrees) and for the touch controllers to translate user’s hands movement into a corresponding 



 

virtual hands movement (the measurement per unit is in pixels). These two main functionalities 
are complemented by a secondary one found on the touch controllers and provided by means of 
an analogue stick (full 360o degrees spinning capability around the central vertical axis) that can 
be used for “walking” around in an area (the measurement per units is in degrees and pixels). 
 
Although this standard functionality will offer all a developer needs in most of the cases and is 
the optimum solution for third-person scenarios, had from a very early stage become apparent 
to the author that by sticking to this functionality someone limits the sense of realism in first-
person applications like VR reconstruction applications fundamentally are. 
 
Simply stated, in our everyday lives we perceive our environment in first-person and we are not 
using an analogue stick to walk ourselves around the environment we inhabit. Thinking about 
possibilities in improving on this, the author devised an alternative navigational method as part 
of a VR reconstruction project undertaken at the University of Northampton, UK in collaboration 
with the Caroline Chisholm School, Northampton, UK (the project was funded by a partnership 
grant from The Royal Society, partnership grants summer 2017, PG\170067). 
 
The core software for the project was written around the VRTK Virtual Reality Toolkit [11], an 
extension software package written for the “Unity3D” game engine. For the implementation, the 
standardised primary role of the navigation devices, VR Headset and Touch Controllers, was 
maintained, with a variation introduced at the way the walk-through functionality was achieved. 
Instead of using the analogue stick for the purpose, the A-button on the righthand touch 
controller was given a Boolean functionality. When released (equivalent to state “false”), the 
control devices function under their primary functionality (Standard Mode of operation) with no 
walk-through. When pressed (equivalent to state “true”), head movement is combined with 
walk-though functionality (Walkthrough Mode of operation). In this second case, the user 
experiences a situation where head movement changes the visual field while at the same time 
experiences walking towards the direction indicated by the visual field line of sight. Walk-
through Mode of operation is achieved by a series of decisions hard-wired in the code and 
implemented on the basis of the human visual field pattern (Fig. 3). 
 
In this context, when the user’s head is detected to be in the area of the right-hand-side or the 
left-hand-side monocular visual field, the user experiences a full 90o turn in respect to the 
vertical meridian of the visual field towards the corresponding direction, along with walking 
movement towards the far point indicated by the direct horizontal line of sight. When the 
user’s head is kept within the area of the central 20o of the visual field, the user experiences a 
straight ahead type of walk-through movement towards the far point indicated by the direct 
horizontal line of sight with an at the same time 0o turn in respect to the vertical meridian of the 
visual field. Finally, the user’s head found within the area of either one of the binocular visual 
fields results to as many degrees turn towards the corresponding direction. 
 
As an extension to this the author is now working on developing a navigational system that will 
include along with the standard VR equipment an eye-tracking device and a Brain-Computer 
Interface (BCI) device. With positive results already achieved, when the system is ready, the 
hope is, to be able to introduce another degree of freedom in the hyper-realistic experience 
offered to the user when engaging with a VR application. That is, the feeling of an absolute 



 

transition for the user to the virtually reconstructed world casually achievable and independent 
of application characteristics [12]. 
 
Stage 4: Data Acquisition or “The Battle for Realism” in VR Reconstruction Applications 
By attempting someone to discuss the problem of realism standards in VR reconstruction 
applications, namely, how realism can be achieved, what are its limitations, etc. needs 
necessarily to also discuss, in direct relation to this, the problem of obtaining those detailed data 
necessary for achieving the highly realistic reconstruction. This problem, throughout the years 
since the introduction of data-based science, has acquired the special name “The Data 
Acquisition Problem”. 
 
The significance of this problem becomes apparent when we come to understand that the 
representational quality of every model recreated is mirroring the quality of the original detailed 
data obtained in relation to that model. 
 
With all the above mentioned, the importance of real data to base on the representation of 
every model taking part in the reconstruction, cannot be overestimated. In general, many 
practitioners in the field suggest that three fundamental steps need to be taken when an as 
accurate as possible representation of objects in a digital reconstruction is required. These are: 
 
1. To make every effort possible to obtain realistic high- quality images. 
2. To post-process these realistic images for maximum quality. 
3. To superimpose all obtained information (as discussed in the previous section) on 

the real images to maintain close contact with reality for those models requiring the 
intervention of human creativity to fill in possible gaps. 

 
Throughout the previous decade obtaining realistic images of objects’ appearance and converting 
them into useful row data was a process that was requiring manual handling, the employment of 
stereo-photogrammetry surveying, 3D laser-scanners, or any combination of the three. 
Particularly the laser-scanner technique, since its first introduction in the field, with its ability to 
provide the spatial coordination of the surface points of the objects of interest had been proved 
a really invaluable tool. Nevertheless, as invaluable as it might have been proved, there is a well-
known drawback associated with the technique. Using a laser-scanner in a massive scale (and 
ignoring at this point the relatively high cost involved), automatically means the generation of a 
huge amount of data, the distribution of which over the web or their use in web-based 
applications is problematic; particularly when there is a need to deal with large objects 
possessing many parts that require to be detailed. 
 
Nowadays, a new technique has come to substitute for this practice that takes advantage of the 
capabilities and the many degrees of freedom offered by the Small Unmanned Aircrafts (SUA) 
(those flying devices we are accustomed of collectively calling “Drones”). Although drones have 
been identified as particularly suitable in bridging ground-based surveys and expensive air-borne 
remote sensing, can also handle situations where general landscape and individual buildings or 
other structures have to be investigated stretching the spectrum of potential applications from 
landscapes, to excavations, to monuments, to buildings and many more. 
 



 

In reality, the application of a drone-based technique combines the best of many worlds with its 
capability to offer higher resolution 3D data (processed by a photogrammetric software 
application), in a shorter period of time and at a significantly lower cost than the majority of the 
other well-known techniques including Airborne Laser Scanners (LiDARs – Light Detection And 
Ranging) when applied using a full size aircraft. 
 
Relatively recently (2016), has been reported [13] that a combination of a drone and laser-
scanner (Drone-mounted Laserscanner) achieved excellent results at a site of interest that was 
initially considered of presenting unsurpassed difficulties. The difficulty factor was mainly due to 
the site being completely covered by trees. By using very effectively the main characteristic of 
this new technique, which comes as a result of a combination of extremely rapid in succession 
and very dense laser pulses used, the involved technicians managed to get enough laser beams 
to reach through to the ground that made for enough points of reference. While, at the same 
time, many millions more of laser beams were bounced off the leaf canopy. In the end all the 
reference points gathered were used to create a model of the surface, which could then be 
further examined and processed. 
 
Despite the level of modernisation data acquisition techniques are currently experiencing, the 
goal of any modelling process remains fundamentally the same. That is, to create a high 
resolution, as accurate as possible, representation of the site of interest. The answer to this 
problem is to proceed in an uneven manner, starting from the creation of a large scale 
unrectified model including a superposition of all the acquired data, before specific details for 
which even more data will be needed are introduced. It is at this very stage that acquired data 
that initially had produced components of the model that seemed valid when treated 
individually may prove as producing a completely different visual result when viewed in the 
context of the big picture. 
 
The whole of the data acquisition problem can be viewed collectively, as have been treated in 
our discussion so far, or even as individual entities that can be summarised as below: 

 

• The data required for the 3D geometry models. 
• The data required for the photorealistic rendering of models’ surfaces (i.e. light, textures, etc.). 
• The data required for allowing the creation of interactive surfaces for the user to interact with. 
• The data required for allowing for realistic movement in the VR environment. 
• The data required for accurate reproduction of both models and VR environment in the case of 

other display means than a simple computer screen. 
 
The final aspect in our discussion about the data acquisition problem is that of Data Integration. 
From what discussed above must have become apparent that in extremely rare situations only 
we will be faced with the relatively straight forward problem of having to deal with data that 
have been gathered using only one data acquisition method. In the grand majority of cases we 
will need to integrate data that have been acquired using a variety of methods. 
 
The solution exercised for a good number of years now to address this problem requires the 
gradual addition of data, as acquired, directly into a Data Integrated Environment that is 
implemented and maintained as a single platform. The most characteristic example of such an 



 

approach is the Integrated Archaeological Database System (IADB) developed and used by the 
Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust (SUAT) [14]. Since then, any major or minor database system 
build for the purpose comprises in one or the other way the following elements making up the 
prototype structure of this original database: 
 
• Section 1: Data related to the creation of the VR environment. 
• Section 2: Data related to the creation of the models (wireframes). 

• Section 3: Data related to the application of textures on the VR environment. 

• Section 4: Data related to the application of textures on the models. 
• Section 5: Data related to the various relationships between the environment and the models. 
• Section 6: Data related to specific links between environment and models. 
• Section 7: Data related to photorealistic digital images (textures) used for creation of duplicates 

or variations in case of procedurally generated extensions to the original design of the VR 
environment. 

 
Retrieving of the data takes place by means of using a Structured Query Language (SQL) to query 
the database. Then the results of those queries can be further processed before used for 
rendering the actual VR environment and the models. 
 
Because of this need for further processing the preference here is to store data leading to baked 
textures in order to avoid employing the multi-pass rendering technique. Despite the fact that this 
practice may lead to a requirement for higher storage capacity, still is considered much more 
preferable because of the ability to combine material decals with illumination texturing. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter is the result of an attempt to create a basis for the formulation of a precise 
recreational and data acquisition methodology for VR reconstruction projects, emphasising on 
good practises that have been tested in a number of related to the field projects. 
 
Particular emphasis paid on the degrees of freedom offered by today’s technology in relation to 
archaeological site investigation, data gathering, data analysis and reconstruction. The distinction 
was also made between VR reconstruction for visualisation purposes and VR reconstruction for 
conducting research purposes. 
 
Applications in the area of VR reconstruction have now opened up possibilities for 
standardisation in both reconstruction practises and applications’ quality since the advantages 
offered by virtual models have become more than evident. Current research in the area of 
integrating Brain-Computer Interface and Eye-Tracking technology with the standard VR input 
devices and controllers suggests that in near future the applications spectrum for VR will become 
even more broad, with user experience reaching unparalleled levels of realism. 
 
Of course, in relation to the above mentioned, we will need to fully appreciate at some point 
the fact that such a developmental route will potentially demand the involvement of scientists 
from other branches than the usual, and especially that of psychologists and sociologists, to 
mention just the two most obvious, in order to assess the potential psychosocial impact of VR 
reconstruction applications. 
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Fig. 1: The four fundamental layers involved in every VR reconstruction project. 

 



 

 

Fig. 2: Plan view map of Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) survey results from the Amphipolis Tomb in Macedonia, Greece. 

 

 

Fig. 3: The Human Visual Field pattern. With the A-button on the right-hand touch controller pressed (equivalent to Boolean state “true”), head 

movement is combined with walkthough functionality (Walk-through Mode of operation). 

 


